Provinces of intervention:
Our

association

was

created

by

is

actual

president, M. Pitou Ang.
Half French Half Cambodian, he was one of the
victims of the Khmers rouges regime. In 1994,
he came back in the country where he was born
to Codeaukhmer.
The purpose of the association is to improve the
way of life in the countryside and stop the rural
exodus. Our projects are divided in four action
types: drinking water network and sewage system
development, education, economic development
help, deforestation fighting.
Codeaukhmer benefit from the expertise of
young Cambodians trained to ISO 9001 quality
approach and support by a French team composed
by EDF-GDF suez agents.
After 20 years of close collaboration with the
local population, we already take ation in 13
provinces.

Codeaukhmer
Address: At France volontaire’s N°55 rue
99, Phnom Penh
Phone: 0887696399/0973097841
Mail: codeaukhmer@gmail.com
Facebook: Codeaukhmer Cambodge

CodeauKhmer

Water resources
Since 1994, 515 hydraulic facilies has been
constructed for the benefit of 18 442 families:
wells, drillings, rain water butts, retention
reservoirs and sand filtrations.

Deforestation fighting
Project sponsored by the King Roi Norodom
Sihamoni since 2011
Creation of 3 tree nursery in Prey Thom
(Battambang), Ta Suos (Svay Rieng) and Sameki
(Battambang créée en avril 2014)

Projects 2014-2015:


6 retention reservirs of 3360 m3.



Wells restoration of Ta suos commune
(Svay Rieng)

Between 2007 and 2010, in partnership with the
GRET Cambodia and ISF, to improve the sewage
network of:
 Bavel (Province of Battambang)
 Samrongyoung (Province of Takeo)
3 sanitations restored between 2013 and 2014
Health enhancement campaign

Sewage system

3320 trees had been planted on protected
spaces
Two species of precious wood: beng and
kragnoung

Since 2009 we created 3 farm cooperatives and
3 handicraft cooperatives, our action consist of:




Microcredits to by poultries, pigs, fish and
cow.
Infrastructure construction: workshop,
henhouse, pigsty…
Material financing: seeds, rice hulling
machine, handicraft materials.

Economic development help

Solidarity Tourism
Since 2008, in partnership with the works council
of Edf/Gdf, we organise solidarity vacation.
Our objectives:


Show to travellers a real sight of
Cambodia



Enhance the local population assets and
develop new income resources.

Construction of 3 libraries and 2 relay schools
Books and school materials distribution
Organisation cultural activities
Traditional music and dance class

Education

